
          MONDAY, 22/04/24 

 

R1 BORDEAUX-LE BOUSCAT [R-H] 

 

C1 - PX DU "PARI TOURNY" BISTROT & PARIS HIPPIQUES A BORDEAUX 

(PX DU MEDOC) - 1000m (a5f) - TURF - Class 3 Race - Flat - EUR € 23,000  

 
1. CYLENECHOPE - Unplaced last time, won before that over 900m at Lyon Parilly on March 
17th on debut. In the mix 

2. VIVRE LIBRE - Good 2nd on both runs so far, the latter at Salon Provence over 1100m in a 
Class 3 race on April 3rd. Leading chance 

3. SPANISH ROSE - Won a claimer at this track last time over 1000m on April 6th. More required 
in a better race 

4. SUNSET BIKINI - Decent 3rd at Le Lion D'Angers on the sole run to date over 1100m on 
March 31st. Can improve and make an impact 

5. DIMANCHE SOIR - Newcomer by Madhmoon, should improve for this debut run. The betting 
can be the best guide 

6. HIDE THE EVIDENCE - Unraced filly by Sands Of Mali, the dam never ran. From a respected 
trainer who can ready a newcomer. Monitor the betting for clues 

Summary: VIVRE LIBRE (2) has done very little wrong in his two runs so far when second on 
each occasion. He can go one better today and get a deserved win from the promising filly  
SUNSET BIKINI (4) who showed plenty when third on her debut and will improve for that outing. 
CYLENECHOPE (1) was a winner on her debut and fluffed her lines last time when unplaced. 
She is in the mix. HIDE THE EVIDENCE (6) looks speedily bred and is one to watch in the betting 
market for any support. 

SELECTIONS 

VIVRE LIBRE (2) - SUNSET BIKINI (4) - CYLENECHOPE (1) - HIDE THE EVIDENCE (6) 



          MONDAY, 22/04/24 

 

C2 - HANDICAP DE BORDEAUX - 1900m (a1m1/4) - TURF - Class 2 

Divided Handicap - Flat - EUR € 53,000  

 
1. BAKHCHISARAY - Unplaced last time, 4th before that in a Class 1 race on February 5th over 
2150m. Ought to be thereabouts 

2. SWISS BANK - 4th last time, won before that over 2000m at Pau in a Class 3 handicap on 
January 14th. One to keep safe 

3. LARIS - Won the last two races, the latter over 1900m at this track in a Class 3 handicap on 
April 1st. Can have a say in proceedings 

4. AUTUMN PRIDE - Unplaced last time, won before that at Toulouse in a Class 3 handicap on 
October 13th over 2000m. Has work to do 

5. BEVAN - Three unplaced runs of late, won before that over 1850m in a Class 2 handicap at 
Parislongchamp on September 10th. Live chance 

6. MON OURAGAN - 3rd last time at Marseille Borely over 1700m on March 20th in a Class 2 
race. Can feature 

7. MR CASSIOPE - Won last time over 1800m in a Class 2 handicap at Compiegne on March 
19th. Hard to ignore 

8. GRAND BALCON - Unplaced last time, won before that over 2150m in a Class 2 handicap on 
January 23rd. Opposable 

9. AROWN - 2nd last time over 2000m in a Class 3 race on March 31st at Le Lion D'Angers. 
Outside place chance 

10. MORPHEWAN - Good 2nd last time over 2000m at Saint-Cloud in a Class 2 handicap on 
April 1st. Can be competitive 

11. PACO - 3rd last time in a Class 3 race at Tarbes on March 31st over 1500m and a win before 
that in February. Place chance 

12. ROYAUMONT - Three unplaced runs of late, 3rd before that over 1900m at Deauville in a 
Class 3 race on January 5th. Among the leading place chances 

13. GIFT OF THE G - 3rd two runs back over 1400m at this track in a Class 3 handicap on March 
16th. Needs a few to falter 

14. AFRICAN GREY - 2nd last time at this track over 1900m in a Class 3 handicap on April 1st. 
Others rate higher 

15. GOLDENSIM - Unplaced last time, 4th before that over 1600m at Chantilly on March 8th in a 
Class 3 handicap. Unlikely 

16. NIKOLAJ - 5th last time over 1900m in a Class 3 handicap at this track on April 1st. Others 
make more appeal 
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Summary: In an open race, it may pay to side with MORPHEWAN (10) who arrives after a good 
second last time at Saint-Cloud in a Class 2 handicap earlier this month. BEVAN (5) is the one 
that will make his rivals work hard for success. He has been a bit below his best of late but is 
more than capable of being involved at the business end. MON OURAGAN (6) could be a nice 
each-way option after a pleasing third last time at Marseille Borely in late March. 
BAKHCHISARAY (1) can not be overlooked despite top weight. 

SELECTIONS 

MORPHEWAN (10) - BEVAN (5) - MON OURAGAN (6) - BAKHCHISARAY (1) 



          MONDAY, 22/04/24 

 

C3 - PRIX SAMARITAIN - 3700m (a2m1/4) - TURF - Class 3 Race - Hurdles 

- EUR € 26,000  

 
1. EDITION ORIGINALE - Won at La Teste in a Class 2 race over 3400m on March 23rd last 
time. Can have presence felt 

2. ROCK OF YOU - Won last time over 3400m in a Class 3 hurdle on March 23rd at Angers. One 
to keep safe 

3. ECLIPSE DE BAUNE - Nice win on the sole start over 3500m in a Class 4 hurdle at Toulouse 
on February 6th. Each way option 

4. DANCE ACRUSS - Won nicely at this track last time over 3700m in a Class 4 hurdle 21 days 
ago. Leading chance 

5. LOUISE DEMONMIRAIL - Won at this track over 3700m in a Class 3 hurdle race on April 6th 
when last seen. Can not be overlooked 

6. ORLANDO DE BONAS - Won at Agen over 3600m in a Class 4 race on March 25th when last 
appearing. Place contender 

7. PETE THE GARDENER - Unplaced on two runs over hurdles of late, the latter at Agen over 
3600m in a Class 4 race. Unlikely 

8. MESTREYF - Unplaced on hurdle debut at Agen last time over 3600m in a Class 4 race on 
March 25th. Showed modest flat form and looks of limited ability 

9. KILL BILL THOM - Newcomer by Jeu St Eloi, stable runners tend to improve for a run or two. 
Monitor the betting for clues 

10. WALKA -  

11. KADOUE CONTI - Won over 3400m on the flat at Angouleme on March 3rd on the sole run to 
date. Hurdle debut and best watched for now 

Summary: DANCE ACRUSS (4) won nicely at this track when last seen in a Class 4 event 21 
days ago and can step forward from that and looks like the one to beat. LOUISE DEMONMIRAIL 
(5) could pose the main threat having scored in a Class 3 race earlier this month at this 
racecourse. ECLIPSE DE BAUNE (3) did everything that was required when obliging on her sole 
start and is not to be overlooked. ROCK OF YOU (2) is also a winner last time and ought to be 
thereabouts. 

SELECTIONS 

DANCE ACRUSS (4) - LOUISE DEMONMIRAIL (5) - ECLIPSE DE BAUNE (3) - ROCK OF 

YOU (2) 
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C4 - PRIX RFM - PRIX DU TREMBLAY - 1400m (a7f) - TURF - Class 2 Race 

- Flat - EUR € 22,000  

 
1. CORONADO - Won a handicap over 1600m when last seen on February 12th and a maiden 
win before that at Pau in January. Consider 

2. CHERI MAN - Won last time over 1300m in a maiden on February 7th at Cagnes-Sur-Mer. 
Looks vulnerable 

3. VERCORS - Decent 2nd at Fontainebleau last time over 1200m in a Class 2 event on March 
25th. Player 

4. LES REYS - Two unplaced runs of late, 3rd before that over 1400m in a Class 2 race at 
Toulouse on October 13th. Opposable 

5. CLANITHA - Unplaced last time, won before that over 1300m at Deauville in a maiden race on 
January 12th. Ought to be thereabouts 

6. BEAU LINGE - Won at Agen on the sole run to date over 1200m on March 25th. Needs to 
improve a good deal to feature 

7. PARTIR - Won last time over 1500m in a maiden on January 17th. Given a break she will be 
fresh and fit to go 

8. DREAM WHISPER - Nice 3rd in a Class 2 race over 1200m on March 25th at Fontainebleau. 
Live chance on slight step up in trip 

9. ZVALIKOVA - 3rd on the last three starts, the latter over 1400m at Toulouse on October 13th 
in a Class 2 race. Hard to ignore 

10. MARQUISE VERA - 5th last time over 1600m in a maiden at Le Teste on March 23rd. Can be 
overlooked 

Summary: DREAM WHISPER (8) was a good third in a Class 2 race last time at Fontainebleau 
and a winner before that in March. She can score from her main threat VERCORS (3) who was 
ahead of her in the Class 2 at Fontainebleau and he will make things competitive. PARTIR (7) 
has been given some time since scoring in mid-January over 1500m in a maiden race. She could 
be the best each-way option. CORONADO (1) is improving with experience and is one to keep 
safe. 

SELECTIONS 

DREAM WHISPER (8) - VERCORS (3) - PARTIR (7) - CORONADO (1) 
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C5 - PRIX ALGAN - 3800m (a2m1/2) - TURF - Class 1 Race - Steeple Chase 

- EUR € 35,000  

 
1. JAROUSSKY AA - Has won his last three races, the latter over 4000m in a chase at Pau on 
March 10th by 3L. Looks hard to beat 

2. ISPAHAN DE LAGARDE AA - 5th last time over 4200m at Agen in a cross-country on March 
25th. Makes limited appeal 

3. LIZZANO AA - 6th last time in a cross-country race on March 25th at Agen over 4200m. Looks 
vulnerable 

4. ILUSION DE LAGARDE AA - Has won four races in a row, the latter over fences in a Class 2 
race over 4200m on March 12th. 

5. JAMAILYA AA - 2nd at Pau behind JAROUSSKY AA (1) when last seen over 4000m on 
March 10th. Ought to play a lead role 

6. STARSHOOTER AA - Three unplaced runs over hurdles and fences so far, the latter at Agen 
when failing to complete on March 25th in a Class 3 hurdle. Opposable 

7. JADE DE LAGARDE AA - 3rd last time at Toulouse in a Class 4 chase over 3500m on March 
20th. Others rate higher 

8. JAKSON AA - 4th at Toulouse in a Class 4 race on March 20th last time over 3500m. Ought to 
be in the shake-up 

Summary: JAROUSSKY AA (1) scored by 3L at Pau when last seen over 4000m in early March 
and looks like the best option ahead of JAMAILYA AA (5) who was second that day and meets on 
the same weight terms. These two could dominate the finish again. ILUSION DE LAGARDE AA 
(4) has been in good form having won four races in a row and she is sure to have a say at the 
business end. JAKSON AA (8) makes up the shortlist. 

SELECTIONS 

JAROUSSKY AA (1) - JAMAILYA AA (5) - ILUSION DE LAGARDE AA (4) - JAKSON AA (8) 
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C6 - PRIX CALICEO BRUGES - 1900m (a1m1/4) - TURF - Class 3 Divided 

Handicap - Flat - EUR € 20,000  

 
1. JUBILE - Nice 4th at this track last time over 1900m in a Class 3 handicap on April 1st. One to 
pay attention too 

2. LIGHTS COME ON - Unplaced last time, 2nd before that over 2100m at Saint-Cloud in a Class 
3 handicap on March 21st. Player 

3. NOIRE DESIRE - Unplaced last time, 4th before that over 1900m at this track in a Class 4 race 
on March 16th. Place chance 

4. SUPER CUTE - Three unplaced runs of late, won before that over 1600m at Pau on January 
31st in a Class 4 race. Needs to get back to form 

5. KENDY TIME - Has not been placed after several runs of late, the latest well-beaten run was 
at this track in a Class 4 race on March 16th. Can be avoided 

6. CHARM KING - 5th last time over 1600m in a Class 4 handicap 12 days ago at La Teste. In 
the mix 

7. SPANISH LIGHT - Unplaced last time, won before that over 1900m in a Class 4 handicap on 
March 16th at this track. Outside place contender 

8. GOLD KAFE - Three unplaced runs of late, the latter when 7th at Toulouse in a Class 4 
handicap on April 8th over 2000m. Looks vulnerable 

9. KOLPLET - Won last time at Angouleme over 2000m in a Class 4 race 8 days ago. Will not 
lack fitness on a quick return 

10. BALEGRIO - 4th over 2000m at Toulouse in a Class 4 handicap last time on April 8th. Each 
way angle 

11. SWEET WISH - 5th last time at Toulouse in a Class 4 handicap on April 8th.  Capable if in the 
right frame of mind 

12. COMTESSE VERA - Nice 2nd last time over 2000m in a Class 4 handicap at Toulouse on 
April 8th. Among the leading chances 

13. LE QUEEN - Unplaced on the last two runs, 3rd before that on February 19th in a Class 3 
handicap. Makes limited sense 

14. THECLIMB - Has several unplaced runs of late, the latter at Tarbes over 2300m in a Class 4 
handicap 9 days ago. Unlikely 

15. ARCOS VANCOUVER - Unplaced on the last two runs, 3rd before that over 1600m at 
Toulouse on September 22nd in a Class 4 handicap. Opposable 

16. KARKHOV - Four unplaced runs of late, won before that over 2000m at Pau in a Class 3 
handicap on February 4th. Needs to get back to form 

Summary: LIGHTS COME ON (2) could be the answer in an open handicap. She was a good 
second two runs back over 2100m at Saint-Cloud and emulating that form she can score from her 
main rival JUBILE (1) who did well when fourth last time at this track 21 days ago. BALEGRIO 
(10) and SWEET WISH (11) look nice each way options and both can have a say in proceedings. 
KOLPLET (9) is also a recent winner and warrants respect. 
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SELECTIONS 

LIGHTS COME ON (2) - JUBILE (1) - BALEGRIO (10) - SWEET WISH (11) 
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C7 - PRIX DE PAREMPUYRE - 3800m (a2m1/2) - TURF - Class 2 Race - 

Steeple Chase - EUR € 30,000  

 
1. HOLIGAN DU BERLAIS - 4th over 4450m in a Class 3 chase on December 9th when last 
seen. Back from a break and is best watched 

2. KANELLE COLLONGES - 2nd over 3500m in a Class 4 chase last time at Loudeac on April 
1st. Has work to do 

3. KIRSCH PEPPER - Good 2nd at Toulouse in a Class 2 hurdle last time on March 11th over 
3500m. Sets the standard and can score on chase debut 

4. SECRET D'ETE - 5th last time over 3700m in a Class 4 race at Le Lion D'Angers on March 
31st. Ought to be thereabouts 

5. FOLKER - Won over 3500m in a Class 2 hurdle at Pau on February 4th when last seen. 
Among the leading chances 

6. STATE OF MIND - 5th last time over 3500m in a Class 3 handicap at Toulouse on April 8th. 
Place contender 

7. SWING DU MATHAN - Nice win at Cluny last time in a Class 4 chase over 3600m on April 
13th. One to keep safe 

8. WALKYRIA - Unplaced last time, 3rd before that over 3500m in a Class 3 hurdle at Pau on 
March 31st. Others preferred 

9. LA GACHERE - Did well when 2nd in a Class 2 hurdle over 3400m on March 23rd last time 
over 3400m. Form pick 

10. YELLOW SAND - Four unplaced runs over hurdles so far, the latter over 3500m at Toulouse 
in a Class 3 race last time. Moderate on the flat and can be opposed 

Summary: After a good second last time at Toulouse in a Class 2 race, KIRSCH PEPPER (3) 
can go one better this time and score on his chase debut from the most likely main danger LA 
GACHERE (9) who was also second last time in a Class 2 hurdle and is improving. SWING DU 
MATHAN (7) is one to include in all of the place bet permutations having already won over 
fences. FOLKER (5) warrants respect on his chase debut having won a Class 2 hurdle last time 
at Pau. 

SELECTIONS 

KIRSCH PEPPER (3) - LA GACHERE (9) - SWING DU MATHAN (7) - FOLKER (5) 
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C8 - PRIX DE LA VILLE DU BOUSCAT - 1900m (a1m1/4) - TURF - Class 3 

Divided Handicap - Flat - EUR € 27,000  

 
1. VA S'Y MIX - 4th in a Class 2 handicap four starts ago at Parislongchamp on October 15th 
over 2000m was a good effort. Can get back on track 

2. MORSAN - Fair 4th last time over 2000m at Saint-Cloud in a Class 2 handicap 21 days ago. 
Leading chance 

3. FLY D'ASPE - Three unplaced runs of late, 2nd before that over 1600m at Pau on January 
4th. Look elsewhere 

4. RIDWAAN - Won last time over 2200m at Lyon Parilly in a Class 3 handicap on April 17th. Out 
again quickly and can feature 

5. SHEHIYR - 4th last time over 2200m at Angouleme in a Class 4 race on March 3rd. Place 
contender 

6. COCO DU HAUT - 5th last time over 2000m in a Class 3 race at Le Lion D'Angers on March 
31st. Ought to be thereabouts 

7. TIME OF POWER - Fair 3rd at Toulouse over 2400m in a Class 3 handicap on March 11th. 
Competitive run can be expected 

8. OXALIS - Has lost his form of late, the latest effort was a below-par run at Toulouse over 
1600m on April 8th. Pass over 

9. NIGHTS ON BROADWAY - Unplaced last time, 2nd before that over 2000m at Toulouse on 
March 4th in a Class 3 handicap. Place chance 

10. LUNATICOS - Won last time at Senonnes over 2100m in a Class 3 handicap on April 14th. 
Others rate higher 

11. SAVE YOUR BREATH - 3rd last time at Seville(ESP) over 2200m on February 28th. Makes 
limited sense 

12. SOLIMAN - Unplaced on the last two runs, 3rd before that over 2000m at Lyon Parilly in a 
Class 3 handicap on March 17th. Hardly inspiring 

13. CHEESE - 4th last time at La Teste over 2400m in a Class 3 handicap on April 10th. Needs a 
few to falter 

14. VIS LE REVE - Won last time over 1600m in a claimer at Pau over 1600m on March 24th. 
More needed in a stronger race 

15. LA MARAZUELA - 3rd last time over 1900m in a Class 3 handicap on April 1st. Among the 
leading place chances 

16. GRAND TATAKAN - Fair 2nd last time over 2000m at Pau on March 24th in a Class 4 race. 
Outside place chance 
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Summary: VA S'Y MIX (1) is the tentative selection despite carrying top weight. He needs to 
bounce back to form after a couple of tame efforts of late but is capable on his day. MORSAN (2) 
is another at the head of the weights and showed his well-being when fourth when fourth three 
weeks ago at Saint-Cloud. COCO DU HAUT (6) could be the best each-way option having run 
well at this track two runs ago when fourth over 1900m. TIME OF POWER (7) has a nice racing 
weight and looks the best of the remainder. 

SELECTIONS 

VA S'Y MIX (1) - MORSAN (2) - COCO DU HAUT (6) - TIME OF POWER (7) 
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C9 - PRIX MON ROMAIN - 3300m (a2m1/8) - TURF - Class 2 Race - Hurdles 

- EUR € 30,000  

 
1. APOLLON DU LUY - Nice 2nd on the sole run to date at this track over 3300m on April 1st. 
Can improve and looks like the best option 

2. MISTER CESSNA - Unplaced on the sole run so far at Auteuil over 3000m on March 31st. 
Others seem more likely 

3. DEVIL IS BACK - Two unplaced runs so far, the latter over 3400m on April 10th on his latest 
start. Unlikely 

4. AVITCHI - Unplaced on two runs so far, the latter over hurdles at Auteuil on March 31st over 
3000m. Opposable 

5. BONHAM STRAND - Won at Nimes last time over 3400m in a Class 4 hurdle on March 24th. 
Ought to be in the shake-up 

6. AIMING TO WIN - Unraced filly by Triple Threat, has a nice profile and will be well-tuned for 
this debut. The betting can be informative 

7. WAWAWEEWA - Nice 4th at this track over 3300m on April 1st on her debut. Will step forward 
for that and be involved 

8. LA HORRA - Newcomer by Yeats, might be better for this opening run. One to watch in the 
betting for any support 

9. VISION DU JEU - 5th on the sole run to date over 3400m in a hurdle race on April 10th. Needs 
a few to falter 

Summary: APOLLON DU LUY (1) ran a pleasing debut when second at this track on the sole 
start-to-date 21 days ago. He will likely have most to fear from WAWAWEEWA (7) who was three 
lengths back in fourth in the same race and can also come forward for that experience. BONHAM 
STRAND (5) won at Nimes and is the one for the each-way players to latch on to. AIMING TO 
WIN (6) makes her debut and heads the remainder. 

SELECTIONS 

APOLLON DU LUY (1) - WAWAWEEWA (7) - BONHAM STRAND (5) - AIMING TO WIN (6) 

 


